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Pataki official lands at City Tech
By TOMIO GERON

A longtime Pataki administration
official has landed in a high-level job City Tech. “Basically we expect he
at New York City College of Tech- will be developing and advancing
nology – a position created special- proposals for City, State and federal
ly for him at the insistence of CUNY support,” she said. “His expertise is
central administration, according to government relations.” Harris
added that Blue will help to “create
sources at the college.
Jerome Blue, described by The public-private partnerships with
New York Times as “a protégé of for- corporate partners.”
mer Senator Alfonse D’Amato,” will
At a September 16 meeting of City
become City Tech’s “InterTech’s College Council,
im Vice President for Re- At first,
President Fred Beaufait
search, Governmental and no one would had told faculty that Blue
Corporate Affairs” on Dewould not be coming to
cember 15. CUNY central discuss the
Tech because of difficuladministration will provide source of
ties in negotiating the dethe funds for his salary, but
of his hiring. HowevBlue’s salary. tails
neither 80th Street nor City
er, at a subsequent CounTech administration would say how cil meeting on November 4, Beaufait
much Blue will be paid.
said that Blue would be hired, but
would not be paid out of City Tech
NO SEARCH
funds. For the next two weeks, no
City Tech already has a Vice Pres- one in college administration would
ident for Institutional Advancement, discuss the source of Blue’s salary.
Patrick Madama. Madama will leave
“I think the faculty is patient but
his position in January, and a search concerned that a new position is beis taking place for his successor. ing created,” said Lois Dreyer, chair
But no search was involved in of the College Council. “And the govhiring Blue, City Tech spokesperson ernance leadership is hoping to meet
Michele Forsten told Clarion.
with Mr. Blue to get a sense of his viMichelle Harris, the college’s ex- sion. But we have no choice in this.
ecutive director of human resources Neither does the President [Beaufait].
and labor relations, said that Blue This is a decision made higher up.”
will have broad responsibilities at
Dreyer has been unable to learn

LETTERS

James Estrin/The New York Times

80th Street will sign the check

A job was created for Jerome Blue.
the source of Blue’s salary, or how
much he would be paid. “We can’t
seem to pin it down. It’s not coming
out of our normal budget,” she said.
“The president would not discuss it.
This is a public institution, that
should be public knowledge.”

When Clarion asked President
Beaufait’s deputy, Steve Soiffer,
about the source of Blue’s salary, he
said, “You’re getting into areas that
are making me nervous.” Beaufait
himself would not comment.
When Harris was asked who
would cover the cost of Blue’s paycheck, she said she did not know.
College spokesperson Michele
Forsten initially said she had no
comment on the source of the funds.
After Clarion twice put the question
to CUNY Director for Media Relations Michael Arena, Forsten called
back to say that Blue’s position
would be funded by CUNY central
administration. But no one at City
Tech would say how much Blue will
be paid, and Arena did not respond
to requests for comment.

NO PROCESS?
Given the absence of a search,
Forsten was asked how Blue had
been chosen. “I don’t know the selection process,” she said, “but he has a
strong record in public service, most
recently as senior vice president for
the Battery Park City Authority.”
Forsten said she did not know if
CUNY central administration had
been involved in the decision to give
Blue this new position. When asked
if Beaufait had chosen Blue, she said,
“I don’t think so, but I don’t know.”

WRITE TO: CLARION/PSC, 25 W. 43RD STREET, FIFTH FLOOR, NEW YORK, NY 10036.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR | E-MAIL:
PHOGNESS@PSCMAIL.ORG. FAX: 212-302-7815.

Joyce Carol Oates, spam merchant?
● Does your campus Internet server have content-filtering software to
protect against spam? If so, it may
be filtering out much more – without
telling you or the sender.
This is the case with LaGuardia
Community College’s Groupwise, as
I discovered when five or six students’ essays, sent to me in Word attachments, never arrived.
It was the word “sexy” that
kicked their essays out into virtual
purgatory – certainly an appropriate word, given that they were analyzing Joyce Carol Oates’ “Where
Are You Going, Where Have You
Been?” The students were not notified that their attachments had
bounced.
I am grateful that I receive nearly no spam on my LaGuardia server; however, I am also disturbed
that such a crude instrument (software named GWAVA, designed to
work with Groupwise) could, without notice, block legitimate academic endeavors. Faculty need to educate themselves about these filters and their encroachment on our
activities.
Lenore Beaky
LaGuardia

Credit for GTF service
● As they say in politics, where you
stand depends on where you sit. I
am completing my last semester of
a three-year Grad C Teaching Fellowship and plan to remain in my
department next semester as an adjunct, teaching the same course
load (2 per semester).
As I am discovering, far from being rewarded for their commitment
to their departments, graduate students who make the transition from
GTF to adjunct are faced not only
with the added expense of tuition,
our time does not count toward a
step increase, health care availability, pension credit, year-long appointments, and evaluations (i.e.,
exemptions from evaluations after
10 consecutive semesters).
Tuition remission pales in comparison to the $100,000 salary increase the CUNY Board of Trustees
recently approved for Chancellor
Goldstein.
Considering the economic savings that CUNY realizes from its
heavy reliance on underpaid graduate students, universal tuition remission should be just one small

way toward recognizing the equal
work that we do for unequal pay.
Carey Powers
Queens College

Head-on, full tilt
● Though its long-term analysis is
on target, I don’t think Barbara
Bowen’s column on “The Adjunct
Problem” (November Clarion)
meets CUNY’s immediate dilemma
head-on. One cannot address both
full-time and part-time faculty needs
in anything approximating an evenhanded way. Just one simple example: giving both groups a 3% wage increase will only increase the salary
gap between a faculty member earning $90,000 and one earning $20,000.
The chasm widens by $2,100.
As an AFT local, the PSC has to
take the initiative, nation wide I
would argue, to support full tilt the
60% of that teaching constituency
that keeps our universities alive. The
PSC has an opportunity to devote its
resources and energies in one to two
collective bargaining rounds at dramatically closing the salary, working
condition and benefit gaps between
its two major constituencies.

Within the present constraints
that we all recognize and labor under, the PSC can no longer avoid
taking an uncompromising position
now in support of adjunct equity.
Peter Ranis
York College and
Graduate Center (emeritus)

Telling the truth
● I couldn’t agree more with Barbara Bowen’s opinion piece on the
“Adjunct Problem” in the November
Clarion. If there’s any one thing we
might ask from our colleagues at
CUNY, it would be this: “stop covering for them.”
By this I mean that when college
presidents propose that we do more
with less, when deans propose that
we do everything with nothing,
don’t cover for them as they implement the de-funding of public higher education in New York City.
Instead, call a spade a spade. Do
the nasty thing and tell our students
that it didn’t used to be this way. Tell
our students each and every time
we’re forced to do more with less.
Walter Dufresne
City Tech

PSC Chapter Chair Bob Cermele
commented, “It’s nice to see that
CUNY has money to spend to hire
more staff to lobby the government
for the benefit of our students. But I
cannot help but wonder if the students wouldn’t be better served by
using the money instead to hire additional faculty and thus reduce the
size of their classes.”

D’AMATO AIDE
Blue has a Ph.D. in neuroscience;
he entered public life as an aide to
then-Senator D’Amato. At D’Amato’s request, Blue was hired as a special assistant to the New York regional administrator of the Federal
Department of Housing and Urban
Development in the 1980s. He moved
on to a series of positions under
Pataki, including vice president of
the State Housing Finance Agency,
chief executive of the Roosevelt Island Operating Corporation and
State Human Rights commissioner.
Blue has sometimes faced controversy, particularly in his stormy
tenure as head of Roosevelt Island.
Pataki installed him to slash services on the island and make it financially “self-sufficient,” and
Blue’s performance was assailed by
many residents. Others defended
him and said that the criticism of
Blue, who is African-American, was
racially motivated. City Council
member Gifford Miller said at the
time that Blue was “an extraordinarily poor communicator” and an
“ineffective manager.”

Iraq & labor rights
● Your article “Labor Rights in
Iraq” (November Clarion) was right
on target. The International Labor
Organization (ILO), an integral part
of the UN, has protocols developed
by employer and labor organizations. The only one accepted by the
US is the one against child labor,
and even that is not vigorously enforced. While one would not expect
that the Saddam Hussein regime
would support labor rights, the US
representative Bremer is actively
opposed to the ILO protocols.
This policy is an extension of the
antilabor policies of the Reagan administration when it smashed the
air controllers’ union. Now Bush
is removing government worker
unions from the sector of Homeland
Security and attempting to do away
with time-and-a-half for overtime.
The World Trade Organization
should permit countries to ban imports of products linked to violations of core labor standards that
aim to promote exports and attract
foreign investment. Anti-sweatshop
activists, NGOs, unions and political
office-holders and candidates should
strengthen monitoring and verifying codes of conduct regarding labor
practices.
Increased productivity is accomplished by denying labor rights in
countries like China, Mexico, and
the Philippines – and now Iraq.
Israel Kugler
PSC Deputy President Emeritus
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80th Street, presidents
get generous raises
By ELLEN BALLEISEN

“Performance” cited

CUNY Chancellor Matthew Goldstein received a $100,000 raise on
October 27, when the Board of
Trustees voted to raise salaries for
administrators covered by the Executive Compensation Plan. The
40% increase, Goldstein’s first since
taking office in 1999, brings his total
annual pay to $350,000.

CUNY’s 18 college presidents received raises of 3.2% to 9%; their new
salaries range from $167,184 to
$221,776. These figures do not include additional compensation such
as a housing allowance, use of a
CUNY-owned car, etc. Chancellor
Goldstein, for example, receives an
additional $90,000 for housing costs

Pay rates at the Central Office include:
NAME

TITLE

NEW SALARY % INCREASE

Matthew Goldstein

Chancellor

$350,000

40.0%

Jay Hershenson

Vice Chancellor for University
Relations

$193,019

19.4%

Ernesto Malave

Vice Chancellor for Budget
and Finance

$168,480

8.0%

Louise Mirrer

Executive Vice Chancellor for
Academic Affairs

$221,169

7.0%

Allan Dobrin

Senior Vice Chancellor and
Chief Operating Officer

$198,485

7.0%

Frederick Schaffer

Vice Chancellor for Legal
Affairs and General Counsel

$194,740

7.0%

Russell Hotzler

Vice Chancellor for Academic
Programs Planning

$165,360

6.0%

Emma Espino Macari

Vice Chancellor for Facilities
Planning

$165,360

6.0%

Brenda Richardson Malone

Vice Chancellor for Faculty
and Staff Relations

$165,360

6.0%

Otis Hill

Vice Chancellor for Student
Development

$159,000

6.0%

New rates for College Presidents are:
NAME

COLLEGE

NEW SALARY

% INCREASE

Ricardo Fernández

Lehman

$184,890

9.0%

Antonio Pérez

BMCC

$178,760

9.0%

Eduardo Martí

Queensborough

$176,580

9.0%

Jennifer Raab

Hunter

$189,000

8.0%

Christoph Kimmich

Brooklyn

$198,392

7.8%

Marlene Springer

Staten Island

$183,113

7.5%

Carolyn Williams

Bronx

$172,699

7.5%

Edison Jackson

Medgar Evers

$179,087

7.2%

Frances Horowitz

Graduate Center

$195,625

6.0%

Gail Mellow

LaGuardia

$167,184

6.0%

Dolores Fernández

Hostos

$166,482

6.0%

Ned Regan

Baruch

$190,190

4.5%

Gerald Lynch

John Jay

$178,432

4.5%

Fred Beaufait

NYCCT

$171,380

4.5%

James Muyskens

Queens

$197,600

4.0%

Gregory Williams

City

$221,776

3.2%

Robert Hampton

York

*

*

**

Kingsborough

**

**

*York President Robert Hampton was hired in Spring 2003 and has not yet received a pay increase.
**Kingsborough President Byron McClenney recently announced his retirement. Interim president Fred
Malamet will take office in December 2003.

The 2002-2003 performance goals
for Borough of Manhattan Commuplus a car and driver, for total com- nity College President Antonio
pensation that approaches half a Pérez provide a window into the crimillion dollars.
teria the chancellor uses to judge
The Board raised pay for execu- college presidents. They include a
tives at the campuses and the Cen- 16% increase in total funding from
tral Office by an average of 5.8%, at grants and contracts, a 4% increase
a total cost of approximately $2.1 in the proportion of non-remedial inmillion.
struction by full-time fac“Management argues that Management ulty, a 2% increase in the
you need to pay people well sees money,
first-time freshman reto attract the best – so why
tention rate, a 2% indon’t they apply that princi- faculty and
crease in the CPE pass
ple to and faculty the profes- staff wait.
rate, and an increase in
sional staff?” asked PSC
instructional space.
President Barbara Bowen. She notPerformance goals for all CUNY
ed that real-dollar salaries for presidents are posted on the UniverCUNY employees have decreased sity’s Web site (go to www.cuny.
dramatically since the 1970s (see edu; click on “Chancellor’s Corner,”
p. 12), and that management has yet then click on “University Perforto offer a wage increase in the cur- mance Goals”).
rent contract negotiations. “To give
The University’s Office of Media
such a large raise to management, Relations did not respond to an inand management alone, reflects the quiry about actual performance on
wrong priorities for City Universi- the goals set for each college presity,” said Bowen.
dent during the past academic year.
O’Malley said she is unaware of any
PRODUCTIVITY SAVINGS
public document that compares the
Michael Arena, university direc- goals with actual performance.
tor for media relations, told Clarion “While all these raises are supthat the raises were made possible posed to be performance-based, I’ve
by good management. “Productivity never seen someone get nothing,”
savings at the Central Office, includ- she noted.
ing the elimination of a number of
In explanation of its decision to
positions, funded the increases for give the chancellor such a large
the college presidents and the Cen- raise, the Board of Trustees cited an
tral Office,” he said. “Similarly, the evaluation of Goldstein’s salary by
colleges have been asked to fund the consulting firm Heidrick &
their ECP [Executive Compensation Struggles. “Based on competitive
Plan] increases by cost efficiencies.” salaries from other systems,” the
Susan O’Malley, chair of the Uni- Board statement declared, “the Heiversity Faculty Senate, questions drick & Struggles report states that
whether such savings can cover the ‘one could argue for a salary in exexecutive raises’ full $2.1 million cess of $500,000.’ ”
cost. “Senior Vice Chancellor Alan
Dobrin has made many good effi- FRIVOLOUS?
The November 14 Chronicle of
ciencies but we have not seen the
exact figures,” she said. “Show us Higher Education notes that the
number of public-university presithe numbers.”
The Board’s resolution stated that dents earning $500,000 doubled this
$50,000 of Chancellor Goldstein’s year. But the Chronicle also reports
increase will come from “non-tax- that “professors, lawmakers and
levy sources” – perhaps the CUNY some higher-education experts are
Research Foundation, according to questioning whether such presidenThe New York Times. When Clarion tial pay is frivolous, particularly as
asked Arena exactly where this half states have increased tuition and
of the money would come from, he slashed higher-education budgets.”
The ECP covers professional emdeclined to elaborate.
ployees who are excluded from the
PERFORMANCE GOALS
PSC’s collective bargaining unit.
According to ECP guidelines es- Some of these employees, including
tablished in 2000, CUNY’s chancellor deans and college presidents, are exevaluates each president according cluded because of their managerial
to how well he or she has fulfilled titles. Others, such as those who
annual performance goals specific work with confidential files in the ofto each campus. Presidents are rat- fices of personnel directors, are exed outstanding (exceeds goals), ef- cluded because of their job funcfective (meets goals), needs im- tions. The raises just approved by
provement (does not meet all goals) the Board of Trustees apply only to
or does not meet expectations (does those on the ECP because of their
not meet most goals).
managerial titles.
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IN BRIEF
QCC prof honored
Paris Svoronos, professor and
chair of the chemistry department
at Queensborough Community
College, was named Community
College Professor of the Year by
the Carnegie Foundation and the
Council for the Advancement and
Support of Education. Svoronos,
honored for “excellent undergraduate teaching and mentoring,”
created the QCC Chemistry Club
to engage students in science and
research, and he advises as many
as 50 students at a time. Four
years ago, two of Svoronos’s students presented at the prestigious
American Chemical Society’s annual symposium, the first time
community college students have
ever presented there. This year, 14
QCC students presented, the highest of any participating college.

Oregon Gov for higher ed
Governor Ted Kulongoski of Oregon asked for the resignations of
four of the 11 members of the state
Board of Higher Education in November. The move, along with
planned introduction of legislation
to guarantee scholarships to state
colleges for all students with high
grades, is intended to reprioritize
higher education in the state.

CALENDAR
DECEMBER 4-5: “Race and Labor Matters” conference. A “reframing” of
the relationship between race and
labor. At the CUNY Graduate Center. For info go to www. raceandla
bor.org or call 212-966-4248, x218.
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 5 / 10 am: City
Council hearing on CUNY executive raises. Come give your testimony on management pay raises. At
City Hall.
MONDAY, DECEMBER 8 / 6 – 8 pm: Open
House with the PSC negotiating
team. Hear about the contract negotiations firsthand. At Hunter School
of Social Work, E. 79th St. and Lexington Ave.
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 12 / 6 pm: “Modern
Times” at Labor Goes to the Movies.
The classic Charlie Chaplin film is
both hilarious and a critique of mass
production. CCNY Center for Worker Ed., 99 Hudson St., 6th Floor.
THROUGH FRIDAY, JANUARY 9 / Exhibit: “Challenges to Academic Freedom, 1931-1942.” Documents the
first attempts to organize faculty
and staff at City College. Describes
the efforts of Teachers Union Local
5 and later College Teachers Union
Local 537 (both AFT), both targeted
by the Rapp-Coudert Committee. At
CCNY’s Morris Raphael Cohen Library. Call 212-650-7292 for hours.
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The Welfare Fund trustees

BARUCH & MT. SINAI
Nancy Aries is an associate professor in the School of Public Affairs at
Baruch College, with 20 years of experience in health-care policy and management. She has been the director of
Baruch’s MBA program in health-care
administration, which is run jointly
with Mount Sinai School of Medicine.
Aries did not know she would end
up in health care when she graduated from college in the 1970s. In her
first job, she worked for the first government family-planning program
in Massachusetts. “Women had no
access to publicly funded family
planning or birth control services
throughout the state,” she recalls.
She later got her Ph.D. in social
welfare at Brandeis University and
has worked at Baruch since 1981.
Aries’s current research includes
one study on abortion services prior
to Roe v. Wade, and another on the
impact of race, ethnicity and culture
on patient care and physician education in New York City hospitals.
Of the difficult choices faced by
the WF, Aries says: “Everyone’s
concerned about how to maintain
the level of benefits they have, given that the cost of health care is increasing very rapidly. [Health-care]
expenses are increasing close to 20%
this year.”

HOME-GROWN CUNY PRODUCT
New WF Trustee Janice Kydd, a
higher education associate at LaGuardia Community College, is acting director of the college’s Family
Institute for Education and Training, Employment and Research. She
oversees a variety of programs, including those for at-risk youth, welfare-to-work training for people in
Section 8 housing, and training for
workers in New York City’s Health
and Hospitals Corporation to become certified nurse aides. “We do
free trainings for elements of the
population that would normally not

Accountable to membership
be served,” she explains.
served on the PSC’s Finance ComKydd graduated from Queens and mittee. “Working with the union
went on to get a master’s in urban reserve fund and other money manpolicy at SUNY Stony Brook. As a agement issues prepared me well
“product of the CUNY system,” Ky- for what I’m doing as Welfare Fund
dd says, she has a particular interest treasurer,” Cermele says.
in making the Welfare Fund a qualiOn becoming treasurer, Cermele
ty program. She previously served recommended hiring a new outside
on the WF’s Advisory Council.
auditor and making the Fund’s
“It’s been a very diffifinances more transparcult time for the Fund,” A range of
ent. The Board accepted
Kydd says. It has been im- experience,
his proposals and the
portant for the trustees to
new auditor is already
ask members what they from care
at work.
consider top priority, she delivery to
Elva
Christy
has
says. “Decisions have
served as retiree reprebeen made to maintain policy issues to sentative on the Board
parity across the member- management.
since 1995. She was an asship” as a result.
sociate professor of nursThere are 12 voting members on ing at BMCC, where she worked from
the WF’s Board of Trustees, with 1972 to 1987. “I wanted to educate
nine members appointed by PSC nursing students with the belief that
President Barbara Bowen, who also the patient always has to come first,”
serves as the Board’s chair. Two she says. She decries the effect of
representatives of CUNY manage- HMOs on patient care and is opposed
ment also serve as trustees, Vice to Congress’s bill on prescription
Chancellor Brenda Malone and drugs. “Most of the money will go to
Leslie Williams, CUNY’s director of drug company profits,” she says.
employee benefits. Retiree reprePSC First Vice President Steve
sentative Elva Christy, also appoint- London is the Fund’s executive offied by Bowen, serves as a nonvoting cer for planning and member relamember, as does WF General Ad- tions, and headed up the SPC. A poministrator Norma Frey.
litical scientist at Brooklyn College,
London brings his expertise in
EXPERIENCE
health policy analysis to the WF.
Mohammed Yousef is the Board’s
“Our trustees are more than exlongest-serving member; he has perts,” says board chair Bowen.
been a trustee since 1985, when the “They are committed to involving
Board was last reorganized. A pro- WF members in their decisions.”
fessor of engineering at College of
Trustee Dave Kotelchuck, also an
Staten Island, Yousef was a found- SPC member, is profiled on this
ing member of the PSC. He served page, along with new trustee Alicia
as chapter chair – a position he held Georges. Currently, there is one
for over 30 years – and has also been open trustee position.
a member of the PSC’s Executive
Council and Delegate Assembly.
Yousef is a member of the Fund’s
Strategic Planning Committee (SPC)
that recommended the recent restructuring of benefits. He says that
When he tackles his responsibiliCUNY management needs to boost
ties as a Welfare Fund Trustee,
support for the Fund. “The problem
Dave Kotelchuck draws on his exwith us is definitely the question of
tensive experience working to keep
funding,” Yousef says. The WF has
people healthy on the job.
no choice but to live within its
Kotelchuck is the director of the
means, he says, but that leads to
Environmental and Occupational
problems as health-care costs conHealth Program at Hunter College,
tinue to rise. “When you cut expenswhere he has been for almost 20
es, you cut benefits and I don’t like
years. He is also an associate profesit,” he declares.
sor in the urban public health proSharon Swacker, an associate
gram, as well as a co-chair of the
professor in the library department
union’s health and safety committee.
at City Tech, was elected to the WF
Kotelchuck also has over two
Advisory Council in 1997 and bedecades of experience with broader
came a trustee in 2000. The Board’s
health policy questions. He worked
secretary, she also served on the
with the Health Policy Advisory
SPC. “I’ve always been interested in
Center (Health/PAC) from 1973 until
health-care and insurance issues,”
1991, as a staff member and also on
Swacker says. Spiraling health-care
the Board of Directors. “Health/PAC
costs ultimately require a national
was a Nader-like group that was a
solution, she believes.
resource for community groups tryBob Cermele, a PSC senior coling to change and improve the
lege officer and union chapter chair
health care system and preserve
at City Tech, was appointed a WF
public hospitals,” he explains.
trustee in March and became its
In addition to his academic work
treasurer in September. An associon occupational health, Kotelchuck
ate professor of math, Cermele has

Lisa Quiñones

The trustees of the PSC-CUNY Welfare Fund are the people responsible for overseeing how the Fund operates and making decisions about
its future. They consult with the
Welfare Fund Advisory Council,
whose members are elected from
each campus. But it is ultimately
the trustees who must make the decisions about how the Fund’s benefits are structured.
Who are the Welfare Fund (WF)
trustees? They have a wide range of
experience in health-care issues,
from hands-on care delivery to policy issues to management. But there
is one thing they have in common –
they are all Welfare Fund members,
and the decisions they make directly affect each one of them.
Three new trustees with diverse
backgrounds have recently joined
the WF Board: Nancy Aries, Janice
Kydd, and Alicia Georges. All are
PSC members.

Alicia Georges
As chair of the nursing department
at Lehman College, Alicia Georges
focuses on improving health-care
services for patients as well as the
working conditions of health-care
employees.
“There’s no question that they’re
interrelated,” she says. “We need
policy change on issues like mandatory overtime. People expect [nurses] to work long hours and still have
patients be safe. There’s a lot of
questions that need to be answered.”
A new WF trustee, Georges hopes
to bring her years of hands-on experience in health care to the Welfare
Fund.
“I know it’s a very important appointment and a great responsibility,” says Georges, who has been at
Lehman since 1975. “I’m working in
health care delivery – I understand
what should be and what does constitute quality health care.”
“I need to be accountable to our
membership,” Georges adds, “and
really work within the confines of
the fiscal restrictions to make sure
that everybody benefits.”
Georges received a grant from the

W. K. Kellogg Foundation to examine the dual “health-care crisis” of
the shortage of nurses and the quality of nursing care in African American communities. “Those communities that serve African Americans
are harder hit. They have less resources and sicker people,” says
Georges, a registered nurse.

NURSING SHORTAGE
At the same time, there is a critical shortage of African American
nurses, says Georges, who is president of the National Black Nurses
Foundation. There is evidence that
this “mismatch in the cultural diversity” can ultimately hurt patient
care, she says.
The Kellogg grant began last
September, and it supported a survey of over 100 nurse leaders nationwide; Georges has just begun to
present her findings at nursing conferences. “We’re not bringing
young people into the profession,”
she tells Clarion. “We have to look
at how we’re training nurses in
health-care facilities. Nurses feel
they’re not supported.”
– TG

Dave Kotelchuck
has worked with the PSC’s other
health and safety co-chair, Joan
Greenbaum, on improving CUNY
workplace conditions. “There are
many more health and safety problems than we realized when we took
this position,” he says, “in part because people had come to not expect
that a union would help so they
stopped complaining.”

BUILDINGS
Because members now see that
speaking out can lead to results, he
says, there have been more people
notifying the PSC about problems
with their buildings. Indoor air quality is a particular problem.
Kotelchuck, who has a master’s
in public health from Harvard (and
a Ph.D. in physics), has done research in asbestos exposure, occupational epidemiology, and hospital
health and safety.
He has been a WF trustee since
2001, a period when the WF has
faced several difficult decisions.

Peter Hogness

By TOMIO GERON

“We are in the midst of a fiscal crisis for the Welfare Fund, and since I
joined the board we’ve had to make
lots of changes in the dental, drug
and life insurance programs,” he
says. “While I regret that we have
to pay more for some services than
in the past, we’ve been able to save
the fund from bankruptcy.”
– TG
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Extra work at City Tech
By PETER HOGNESS

Management at City Tech has failed
to implement the one-hour workload reduction for the school’s faculty that was won in the 2002 contract
settlement. The PSC chapter at City
Tech has filed a grievance on the issue, and a second-step hearing has
not yet been scheduled.
City Tech is one of four CUNY colleges that offer both two-year and
four-year degrees, but under the
previous contract it was the only
one of these “comprehensive colleges” whose faculty had an annual
teaching load of 27 contact hours,
the same as CUNY’s community colleges. The current contract states
that City Tech’s teaching load shall
be reduced by one hour, to 26 – but it
has not yet resulted in an actual decrease for most faculty.

SCHEDULE
“The college president says if a
faculty member can teach exactly 26
hours every year, then it’s OK – but
otherwise he says we’re required to
work 27 and he’ll pay us for the extra hour,” explains Pat Rudden, the
chapter’s grievance officer. Since
City Tech’s schedule makes it impossible for most faculty to construct a schedule of exactly 26
hours, the majority would never be
able to take advantage of the workload reduction.

Forced overtime at issue
Another part of the contract provides for averaging teaching load
limits over a three-year period, but
President Fred Beaufait refuses to
do so. “People should be able to
work 27 hours in one year, 27 in another and 24 in another,” says PSC
Chapter Chair Bob Cermele. “Or in
math, where we have four-credit
courses, you could alternate between 24 and 28.”

CONTRACT
“The president says he just feels
uncomfortable having loose ends
year-to-year,” Cermele explains.
“But no one can pick and choose
which parts of the contract they
want to follow – not me, not the
president, not the chancellor.” The
basic issue, Rudden argues, is
whether faculty can be forced into
working overtime: “If he can require
us to work 27 hours, why not 37? It’s
a clear violation of the contract, and
paying us doesn’t change that.”
Steve London, PSC first vice president, told Clarion, “When the PSC negotiated a one-hour teaching load reduction, CUNY and the PSC calculated the cost based on hiring full-time
faculty. Paying existing faculty for an
extra hour at the adjunct rate is much
cheaper than hiring full-time faculty,
but that wasn’t the agreement.”

sons, and you’re absolutely barred
from teaching an overload if you
have reassigned time for research.”
Richard Patterson has been a pro- Rudden herself had reassigned time
fessor of English at City Tech for for grant-supported scholarship last
many years. “I’ve been here since di- semester – yet she was issued a
nosaurs were frisky,” he says – and check for the one-hour overload.
Patterson feels the workload reduc- Like several others, she has refused
tion is long overdue. “We need this to accept it.
A first-step ruling on the grievtime for our scholarly work,” he
ance this summer, by City
says. “Even if it’s just one
Tech management’s labor
point, it accumulates and be- Faculty say
designee, held that the
comes a full course worth,
they need
mandatory overloads were
and then we can use that
this time
“an administrative prerogtime for research.”
ative” of the college presiCity Tech is in many re- for their
dent. It added that such
spects a four-year college,
mandatory overloads were
argues Patterson, and will scholarly
desirable because they alultimately offer graduate- work.
lowed for “decreasing use
level courses. “We need to
prepare for that,” he says, “and this of adjuncts,” thus improving the colrequires an appropriate workload.” lege’s full-time/part-time ratio. (BeaSome faculty members feel so ufait’s “performance goals” for this
strongly that they have refused to year, which determine the size of
cash the check they were sent last his raise in pay, include decreasing
the share of instruction by part-time
semester for the 27th hour.
faculty.)
ACADEMIC REASON
Clarion asked President Beaufait
By assigning mandatory over- about the academic rationale for
loads for administrative conve- routinely assigning a 1-hour overnience, City Tech management is al- load to college faculty, and for a
so in violation of the Board of more general explanation of manTrustees’ policy on multiple posi- agement’s position. “It is premature
tions, says Rudden. “Over the years for us to make any comments on an
the Board has come out with stricter ongoing grievance,” the president
and stricter rules on teaching over- responded through a spokesperson.
loads,” she notes. “It has to be for “We have every faith in the efficacy
academic reasons, not clerical rea- of that process.”

UAPC contract talks

Workers want a wage increase

PSC negotiators are pressing for
faster progress in bargaining for a have a half hour of release time from
first-ever labor contract for the Uni- work so that negotiations could start
versity Applications Processing earlier.
Center – especially now that ecoAmong the noneconomic denomic issues are coming onto the mands presented by the union is a
table.
proposal for a standard
“There’s a lot of stalling,” A key issue
nondiscrimination clause,
said Neil Roberts, a barwould specifically
is the lack of which
gaining team member who
commit management not
works in the operations de- a uniform
to discriminate on the bapartment. Julio Medina, a salary scale. sis of such factors as race,
team member who works
religion, sexual orientain the domestic transfer depart- tion, gender, and political belief. Alment, agreed. “It’s a slow fight over though similar language exists in a
every single word,” said Medina. policy statement on the RF Web
“They’re really taking their time, site, management has so far rejust delaying what’s eventually go- fused to put such a clause in the
ing to happen.”
contract.
A key issue is the lack of a uniMEETINGS
form salary schedule. “I think it’s
When contract talks started at extremely important that we estabthe beginning of this year, manage- lish reasonable minimum salaries
ment met with the union not more for this contract, mainly because
than twice per month. After UAPC they’ve underpaid people for so
members circulated flyers that crit- long,” said Robert Booras, a memicized this foot-dragging, manage- ber of the PSC negotiating team.
ment agreed to meet three times a UAPC workers have responsibility
month and to let PSC negotiators for important records, yet many are

Tomio Geron

By TOMIO GERON

Booras. “At least a half dozen people
have been here 15 to 20 years and
are still making below $23,000. You
give 20 years and you’re still making
$21,000.” Low salaries were a key
reason why 85% voted to unionize,
he said.
At a December 10 hearing, the National Labor Relations Board will
paid well below comparable CUNY consider an unfair labor practice
and RF central office employees charge that the PSC filed against
and have not gotten a raise in UAPC management. Workers say
years.
that in the months since workers
“The economic proposal is a big voted to organize a union, manageissue for everyone at UAPC,” said ment has tried to impose mandatory
overtime, productivity
quotas and changes in annual leave – even though
the law does not allow
such changes in practice
unless they are negotiated with the union.
The staff at UAPC do
crucial work for the University, said PSC organizer Maggie Dickinson:
they process CUNY applications, evaluate student applications and financial aid, and match
applicants to the available space at CUNY’s colleges. “They do a really
important job,” she said,
“and it is becoming even
Mary Jane Brown and Robert Booras, both mem- more important with risbers of the PSC negotiating team at UAPC.
ing enrollment.”

Malo trial
begins
By TOMIO GERON

More than two years after Hostos
Community College student Miguel
Malo was arrested during a peaceful rally on campus, he is getting his
day in court. As Clarion went to
press, jury selection was scheduled
to start on December 1.
CUNY security officers arrested
Malo in August 2001 after he had
been leafleting against fees for English language classes and cuts in
courses taught in Spanish. The original court complaint against Malo
states simply that he was arrested
when he “began to hold up a sign
and protest against the college administration.” He was charged with
resisting arrest, disorderly conduct,
and assaulting CUNY peace officers;
he counters that it was the officers
who assaulted him. At the time of
his arrest, Malo was vice president
of the Hostos Student Senate.
Malo has been through 27 preliminary court appearances to date.

DISSENT
Supporters say that Malo is being
prosecuted in order to repress dissent on campus. Henry Lesnick, a
professor of English at Hostos, said
that the college administration has
refused to drop the charges because
it wants to assert the authority of
CUNY peace officers to deal with
student protests as they see fit.
The PSC chapter at Hostos, the
Hostos Senate and the PSC Delegate
Assembly have all demanded that
the charges against Malo be dropped,
Chapter Chair Norma Peña de
Llorenz told Clarion. The Hostos
PSC chapter backed a demonstration by Malo’s supporters outside
the Bronx County Criminal Court on
the opening day of the trial.
Hostos President Dolores M. Fernández would not discuss why Malo
was arrested or details of the case,
but she told Clarion that Malo could
have gotten rid of the charges if he
had apologized to officers involved.
“[Malo] had been given the opportunity to just apologize to the two security officers. He opted not to take
that,” she said. “It’s unfortunate.”
McGuire said that Hostos had also insisted that Malo plead guilty.
He said that Malo “is basically determined to have his day in court, to
prove he was wrongfully arrested.”
After a September 25 hearing in
Malo’s case, two more students
were arrested for disorderly conduct. According to witnesses, Javier
Genao of Brooklyn College was arrested after a court officer ordered
him to remove a sticker supporting
Malo and he did not move fast
enough to comply. Moises Delgado
of Bronx Community College was
arrested after asking the officer why
the first student was arrested, according to McGuire.
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CUNY HISTORY

Silencing dissent
Attacks on academic freedom at CUNY in the 1930s
and 1950s have been re-examined in a current exhibit
at City College and a recent conference at Queens. In
both periods, government bodies investigated CUNY
faculty and staff for alleged ties to communism – and
a professor might be suspect for such activities as being a union member, organizing against racial discrimination, or having opposed fascism in Spain.
The photos and art on these pages are from the ex-

hibit on CCNY in the 1930s, while the commentary by
Al Young recalls the 1950s at Queens. Both the exhibit
and Young’s article also show the connections between
these two episodes of political repression.
Today fear of terrorism has replaced fear of communism as the most common justification for limiting
freedom of thought in the academy. At right, the chair
of the PSC’s new Academic Freedom Committee discusses the challenges we face today.

Queens College in the 1950s
“McCarthyism at Queens College Revisited: a Symposium,” held at QC on
October 1, examined the attacks on freedom of expression in the early
1950s that led to the firing of several faculty members. Below is a commentary by QC graduate Alfred Young, emeritus professor of history at Northern Illinois University and Senior Research Fellow at the Newberry Library in Chicago. In 2000, the Organization of American Historians gave
Young its award for “Distinguished Service to the Historical Profession.”
am a member of the Class of
1946. My wife is a member of
the class of 1951, and I would
like to tell you why we refused to
set foot on the campus for 50 years,
until two years ago. And in the
course of this, it may be clear why I
feel I owe so much to my education
at Queens College.
I attended Queens from 1941 to

I

1946 during its first decade. It
was a small college, maybe 1,000
or 1,500 students. There was
absolutely no tuition, just a registration fee each semester of about
$14. Students and faculty came by
public transportation: you got off
the independent line in Jamaica
or at the end of the “el” line in
Flushing and you took the Parsons

Boulevard bus. A handful of students had cars in the parking lot.
I can’t remember a class with
more than 20 or so students. The
professor who lectured was an exception. I can still remember the
first day of a course on Emerson,
Thoreau and Whitman, with
Emory Holloway, a distinguished
Whitman scholar, in which he
walked into the room and set a
lectern on the desk. What was
that, I wondered.
Most classes were give-and-take.
I can remember Vera Shlakman
sitting on the desk, her legs
crossed, beginning the hour by
posing a question based on the
assigned reading – and right away
the discussion was off and running.
Or I can remember her answering
a question at length, thinking
through the problem logically, analytically. She was riveting, and in
our conversations she still is.
I was an economics major and I
took her three courses: labor, social security, concentration of economic power – the very titles a
sign of another era. There
was always lots of reading,
especially in original sources.

OPEN MIND

The Rapp-Coudert Committee subpoenaed the records of both the public school
Teachers Union and the College Teachers Union. Above at left is Irving Adler, CCNY
Class of 1931, a CUNY student activist who became a high school teacher. Adler
was dismissed by the Board of Ed. in the 1950s after he refused to answer questions about his political beliefs and associations. In 1992 he was given an an honorary doctorate by CCNY for outstanding achievements as a science educator.

I never had a course with
Oscar Shaftel but Marilyn
Mills, who became my wife,
did. In “Greek and Roman
Classics in Translation” students read Aeschylus, Euripides, Herodotus, Thucydides.
On the first day, to remind
them what they were missing
in the English versions, Oscar
intoned in classical Greek a
long piece by Homer in poetic
meter. My wife also took Oscar’s course, “Literary Criticism,” in which, she says, “he
taught me by example how to
wrestle with ideas while
keeping an open mind.”
I knew Oscar as faculty advisor to The Crown, the student paper. There was no
such thing as submitting copy
to him in advance or discussing the content of an edi-

City College in the 1930s
The photos and illustrations on pp. 6 and 7 are from an exhibit at City College that
is open through January 9 (see Calendar, p. 3, for details). Above, a police surveillance photo from the 1930s of a May Day demonstration in Union Square.
torial. But after each issue, the
whole staff jammed into the attic
office to hear Oscar do a postmortem. He went over each page:
had we gotten the facts right in the
lead story? Wasn’t that sentence
on page 3 garbled? It was like getting your weekly Freshman English theme back, but the style was
all Oscar; casual, soft-spoken, wry
jokes, lots of laughter. We hung on
every word. It was a wonderful
way for a student editor to learn
responsibility.
This scene sticks in my memory
because in the spring of 1942 I
wrote an editorial set in large type

across two columns: “Abolish the
Rapp-Coudert Committee.” That
was a state legislative committee
in 1940 whose inquisition into alleged communists on the faculties
of the city colleges had resulted in
the firing of a score of professors. It
was still around, a wounded monster. The editorial was full of fire:
there was a war on; we were fighting Nazis and fascists; the communists were on our side; why continue an inquisition that had such a
chilling effect on academic freedom
– or words to that effect. In the
postmortem, Oscar did not say a
word about it – it was not his job to
pass judgment on editorials. No one in the administration said boo.
In 1952-53, Vera
Shlakman and Oscar
Shaftel were fired by the
college administration,
along with Dudley
Strauss of the English
department, for refusing
to answer questions put
by a Congressional committee about their beliefs and associations.
There was no due
process, no faculty hearing, no appeal. Russell
Ames, my English instructor, quit and went

Philadelphia Inquirer

By ALFRED YOUNG

In 1940, noted British philosopher Bertrand Russell
was offered a post at City
College. But a storm of
right-wing criticism, denouncing Russell as an advocate of ‘free love” and
communism, caused the
offer to be rescinded.
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Labor Youth League

scholars to “embrace the near, the
low, and the common.” I read Walt
Whitman, who said, “I Hear America Singing.” Queens College
showed me possibilities.
My wife and I refused to set foot
on the campus until her 50th reunion in 2001 because the dismissal of our teachers betrayed
everything we thought Queens
College stood for. Faculty and student governing bodies did not
come to their defense; neither did
the American Association of University Professors, nor unions, nor
professional associations. Nor did
any of these bodies put safeguards
in place. As a result, in the 1960s it
happened all over again.

“Diploma or Subpoena,” CCNY, 1953.
less Henry David Thoreau.
The committee drafted a Bill of
Rights for Historians and a set of
standards to guarantee due
process in personnel matters.
Whether such barriers and others
set up by other professional associ-

DISMISSALS
From 1970 to 1973, I was a member of the Committee of the American Historical Association set up
to investigate the state of academic freedom for historians. The case
histories poured in: dismissals,
nonrenewal of contracts, denials of
tenure. And not only for opposition
to the war in Vietnam, but for siding with student protest against
administrations; for lifestyle that
was different. Walt Whitman could
not have gotten a college job, much

On June 9, 1941, City College Registrar John Kenneth Ackley was the first person
called to testify before the Board of Higher Education disciplinary committee for not
cooperating with the Rapp-Coudert investigation. He was later fired from his job.

ations will hold up against new
floods remains to be seen. We always seem to lock the barn doors
after the horses get out.
Remembering the past is a way
of reinforcing these barriers. How
little current generations of students and teachers know about
McCarthyism. How can they
know? It took 30 years for the
CUNY Board of Trustees to make
restitution to those who were fired,
and 50 years to mount an exhibit
so that we might learn from the
mistakes of the past.
Just as current generations of
young African Americans know
little about the struggles for civil
rights of the 1960s, in which Andrew Goodman of Queens College

gave his life in Mississippi. Just as
young historians have forgotten
the myth-destroying book, The
Black Family in Slavery and Freedom, by Herbert Gutman, Queens
College, Class of 1950.
Just as young women who today
have freedom of choice in reproductive rights know little about the
Planned Parenthood Federation,
which under the guidance of its director, Frederick Jaffe, Class of
1947, mapped the strategy that led
to Roe v. Wade.
Both Herb and Fred were also
Vera Shlakman’s students – and
student editors.
It is important to remember and
honor the teachers who stuck to
their principles.

By STEVE LEBERSTEIN
Chair, PSC Academic Freedom Committee &
Member, AAUP Committee “A”

Concerns about academic freedom
may be abstract and impersonal for
many, until the reality of reprisal
for political beliefs or association is
at hand.
Few of us may have anticipated
the threats to our freedoms of inquiry, association and expression
that welled up after September 11,
2001. Those threats can work insidiously, chilling our determination to
question prevailing orthodoxies.
When such a chill settles over our
academic community, it undermines
the very purpose of the university as
a haven for free inquiry and unrestrained discourse. These values are
at risk whenever the nation faces a
threat, as at times from the Alien and
Sedition Acts (1798) to the Espionage
Act (1918) to the USA PATRIOT Act
(2001) today.
Defense of academic freedom is
high on the PSC’s action agenda.
Recent measures include the cre-

More than 2,000 students held a strike at City College on November 20, 1934, to protest the expulsion of 21 students involved in antifascist organizing and to demand the removal of CCNY President Robinson.

ation of a union committee on academic freedom,
the “Council on Campus”
campaign against the
USA-PATRIOT Act, and a
close alliance with the
American Association of
University
Professors
(AAUP) in its efforts to
protect the right to teach
and to learn without fear
of reprisal.
The PSC’s new Academic Freedom Committee,
which first met in October, will work with the
PSC leadership to request
information about how
University and college officials plan to respond to
external requests for information on professors
and students, and what
policies they will follow to Above, from the Committee in Defense of Public
protect academic free- Education, 1941. Logo below from the Schappes
dom. We will also serve Defense Committee, whose members included
as an immediate source of Aaron Copland and Richard Wright. A member of
support and information the CCNY English department faculty and the Comwhenever threats to acad- munist Party, Morris Schappes was jailed for not
emic freedom arise within naming all other party members at CCNY.
CUNY. (If you have a concern or to report an incident, call of the Westchester public library
system, a past president of the
Steve Leberstein at 212-354-1242.)
The “Council on Campus” pro- American Library Association. “Both
gram is a long-term PSC initiative of them spoke about the whole national climate, and what it means
to bring City Council members
to struggle to preserve peoto speak at CUNY campusple’s basic rights,” said Mares. Its first organizing foianne Pita, union chapter
cus is support for City
chair at BCC.
Council Resolution 909,
The event was jointly
which would put NYC
sponsored by the college’s
on record against the
PSC chapter and the BCC liPATRIOT ACT.
brary. “We announced an esMOVE TO EDUCATE
say-writing contest on the Patriot
“When the so-called antiterrorist Act,” Pita said. “We have a set of
bills first passed, we understood that books donated by Barnes and Noble
they might pose a threat to academ- as a prize.”
ic freedom,” said PSC Legislative CoA second “Council on Campus”
ordinator Cecelia McCall. “So we rally at New York City College of
started right away to educate our Technology on November 19 drew
community on their ramifications.”
about 150 people for an active disThe first of several “Council on cussion. More events are planned at
Campus” events on the Patriot Act other campuses to urge that NYC
took place at Bronx CC on Novem- join the more than 200 cities, counber 12. About 200 people, mostly stu- ties and states that have found the
dents, came to hear Councilman PATRIOT Act to be contrary to
Charles Barron and Mitch Freedman American concepts of freedom.

Ernest Hopf

PSC action on academic freedom

The New York Times

into exile in Mexico rather than
face this inquisition.
One day I walked into Ames’s
class and saw he had written,
“John Milton, Areopagitica,” on
the blackboard. Assuming this was
the next assignment, I dutifully
went to the library and struggled
through it. But I had made a mistake – it wasn’t assigned, but that’s
how I came to read the classic
work in the English language on
freedom of expression.
I became an historian because of
the example set by my teachers at
Queens College. It was not only the
subjects that Vera Shlakman and
Henry David of the history department wrote about: Vera, the first
women factory workers; David,
the infamous Haymarket Affair of
1886. I learned what scholars did:
they wrote books. From their example I also discovered that it was
possible for a Jewish boy from Jamaica, Queens, to aspire to be a
college teacher, which is why as a
faculty member I have supported
affirmative action in college hiring.
I became an historian of the
common people in American history in part because in Emory Holloway’s class I read Ralph Waldo
Emerson, who told American
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Jan. 3 deadline for HEO & CLT grants
Support for professional growth

January 3, 2004 is the deadline for
Higher Education Officers (HEOs)
and College Laboratory Technicians (CLTs) to submit professional
development proposals for the
Spring 2004 semester. The contractual PSC/CUNY Professional Development Fund (PDF) is offering reimbursement of up to $2,000 for
courses, training programs, research, and participation in professional conferences.
Professional development means
building your skills and your network of contacts with others in
your field. It means expanding your
horizons – and maybe your career
potential. It means enhancing your
image as a qualified professional,
and in your self-image as well.

COUNSELING & CULTURE
Here are a few examples of how
members of CUNY’s instructional
staff have enhanced their careers,
their lives, and the lives of others by
getting involved with professional
organizations:
Before she retired, Dr. Dottye
Seales was a SEEK counselor for
more than 30 years at City College,
where she taught the freshman ori-

YOUR BENEFITS
entation course. “In my class I had
the United Nations,” says Seales.
“You had to become aware of the beliefs of the students from many different cultures. Some people think
that if you understand one country,
you can counsel everyone – but
that’s not true.”
Seales regularly attended
meetings of the American
Counseling
Association
(ACA); she was elected to
the ACA’s board and became president of the Association for Multi-Cultural
Counseling and Development, a division of ACA.
Through her work with
ACA she has traveled to
Greece, Bratislava and
Bombay and given workshops on multicultural
counseling in Finland and
Malta. For Seales, the ACA
has been both a place to
learn and a way to share her
knowledge with others.
Randy Smith worked for

35 years as a CLT in chemistry at
Queens, where he was the safety officer for his department.
“I’ve been to many safety and
health conferences, and they’ve
been a great way to share knowledge,” says Smith. “You meet other
people who’ve faced the same problems that you do, and learn the ways
that someone else has dealt with it.”
One example is how to handle chemical waste. “Mixed chemical waste

can be very difficult to get rid of
safely,” notes Smith. “At these conferences I’ve learned different ways
to segregate it.”
Among the conferences Smith
has attended are the annual meetings of the SUNY Environmental
Health and Safety Association, a
professional organization of safety
officers at SUNY, where colleagues
from CUNY have been more than
welcome.
On November 9, The New York
Times detailed how the wealthiest
colleges get more federal financial

George Bates

By JEAN WEISMAN
Chair, Higher Education Officers’ Chapter

PROFESSIONAL STAFF CONGRESS/CUNY NOTICE OF NOMINATIONS AND ELECTIONS — SPRING 2004
Chapter Officers, Delegates and Alternates
to the PSC Delegate Assembly
and PSC-CUNY Welfare Fund Advisory Council
Term of Office: 3 Years
ELECTION SCHEDULE
1. Nominating petitions will be available upon request from
chapter chairpersons or the PSC office from February 2, 2004
to March 1, 2004.
2. Properly completed nominating petitions must be received at
the PSC office, 25 West 43rd Street, New York, N.Y. 10036, by
5:00 P.M., March 1, 2004.
3. Ballots will be mailed to members’ home addresses on April 1, 2004.
4. Ballots in uncontested elections must be received at the PSC
office by 5:00 P.M. on April 21, 2004. Ballots in contested elections must be received at the office of the designated ballotcounting organization by 5:00 P.M. on April 21, 2004.
5. Ballots will be counted at 10:00 A.M. on April 22, 2004.

OFFICERS TO BE ELECTED
In each of the Chapters listed below, voters will elect the Chapter Chairperson, Vice Chairperson, Secretary, four Officers-atLarge, Delegates to the Delegate Assembly (in addition to the
Chapter Chairperson, who shall automatically be the initial delegate to the Delegate Assembly) and Alternates to the Delegate
Assembly according to the following listing:

Chapter
Bronx EOC
Brooklyn EOC
College of S.I.
Hunter Campus Schools
HEO’s
Kingsborough
Lehman College
Manhattan CC
Manhattan EOC
Medgar Evers
NYC Tech
Queens EOC
Queensborough CC
Registrars
Research Foundation
Retirees

Members
15
43
522
78
1838
538
447
694
35
223
637
13
545
13
88
2229

Delegates
Chair
Chair
Chair + 4
Chair
Chair + 17
Chair + 4
Chair + 3
Chair + 6
Chair
Chair + 1
Chair + 5
Chair
Chair + 4
Chair
Chair
Chair + 3

Alternates
1
1
4
1
5
4
4
5
1
2
4
1
4
1
1
4

Petition
Signatures
Required
4
11
25
20
25
25
25
25
9
25
25
4
25
4
22
25

Relevant portions of the ELECTION RULES are summarized below. The complete rules may be obtained from Barbara Gabriel
at the PSC office, or viewed on the PSC Web site.

Eligibility for Holding Office: Members shall be permitted to
hold chapter-level office who have been members in good standing of the appropriate chapter for at least one (1) year prior to
the close of nominations, March 1, 2004.
Voting Eligibility: Members shall be permitted to participate in
the nomination process and to vote who have been members in
good standing of the appropriate chapter for at least four (4)
months prior to the mailing of the ballots on April 1, 2004 (i.e.,
they must have been a member as of December 1, 2003).
Nominating Procedures: Nominations of an individual or of a
slate must be by official nominating petition signed by no fewer
than twenty-five (25) members of the chapter in good standing,
or by no fewer than twenty-five percent (25%) of the members of
the chapter in good standing, whichever is less. For all candidates, petitions shall include: (a) the printed name, signature, department and college of each petitioner; and (b) the printed name,
signature, department and college of the nominee, as well as the
office being sought by the nominee. For chapter elections, members may only sign nominating petitions of the chapter to which
they belong. A candidate’s signature on a slate petition shall constitute that candidate’s acceptance of the slate designation.
Slate Regulations: A slate of candidates will be recognized if it
consists of candidates for twenty-five percent (25%) or more of
the officers to be elected, and if it submits, prior to the close of
nominations: (a) a listing of caucus officers, including the person
designated to authorize nominees for that slate; and (b) the
names of the members of the caucus’s Committee on Vacancies,
which, unless otherwise designated, shall be the caucus nominating committee authorized to replace any candidate on the
slate whose name is withdrawn no later than seven days prior
to the mailing of the ballots.
Balloting: All voting must be on the official PSC ballot. Write-in
votes are permitted. A write-in vote shall be valid if the intent of
the voter is clear; written, printed and typed names are acceptable. A write-in candidate must meet the same eligibility requirements as a regular candidate. In chapter elections, any nominated or write-in candidate must receive at least ten votes or ten percent of the votes cast for that office, whichever is less, in order to
be elected. Write-in candidates who are elected must submit written acceptance of office to the Elections Committee within ten calendar days of notification that their election has been certified.
Campaigning: Declared candidates may mail literature at their
own expense, either directly or through the PSC mailing house
(Johnson & Hayward, 500 Rte. 46 East, Clifton, N.J. 07011-1800).

At the request of the candidate and at cost, the PSC will provide
Johnson & Hayward with home-addressed labels of the membership, or will provide candidates with college-addressed labels of
the membership. Candidates must notify the PSC five business
days in advance of the mailing to allow sufficient time for the ordering of labels. Please see Barbara Gabriel at the PSC for further information, and to file the required forms.
Election Tally: Each candidate, or a representative of the candidate, is entitled to be present at the counting of the ballots.

PSC-CUNY WELFARE FUND ADVISORY COUNCIL
At each of the colleges listed below, voters will elect the designated number of members of the PSC-CUNY Welfare Fund Advisory Council, in accordance with the above schedule and rules
and the by-laws of the PSC/CUNY Welfare Fund:

Colleges
Bronx EOC
Brooklyn EOC
College of S.I.
Hunter Campus Schools
Kingsborough
Lehman College
Manhattan CC
Manhattan EOC
Medgar Evers
NYC Tech
Queens EOC
Queensborough
Retirees

Council Members
1 Council Member
1 Council Member
2 Council Members
1 Council Member
2 Council Members
2 Council Members
2 Council Members
1 Council Member
2 Council Members
2 Council Members
1 Council Member
2 Council Members
1 Council Member

Voting Eligibility: All members in good standing of the PSC at
the above colleges, who have been members in good standing
for at least four (4) months, including Higher Education Officers,
Registrars and College Laboratory Technicians, as well as faculty, will elect the PSC-CUNY Welfare Fund Advisory Council
members running at their respective colleges.
Eligibility for Holding Office: PSC-CUNY Welfare Fund Advisory Council members must be CUNY instructional staff members who have been members in good standing of the PSC for
two (2) years prior to the close of nominations, March 1, 2004.
Nominations: Advisory Council members shall be nominated
by written petition signed by no fewer than twenty-five (25) or
twenty-five percent (25%) whichever is less, of the CUNY instructional staff members at each unit who are also PSC members. Slate nominations will be permitted.

aid than poorer ones. In 2000-2001,
Princeton received $1.42 in additional aid for each dollar its students got
in federal grants, compared with
$.04 in additional aid received by
CUNY. Dallas Martin, president of
the National Association of Student
Financial Aid Administrators (NASFAA), told the Times: “We’re saying, ‘Hey, is this really fair?’ The
money ought to follow where the
students are. That’s the equity piece
and that’s what’s missing.”

COLLECTIVE VOICE
Many HEOs work as financial aid
counselors, and organizations such
as NASFAA provide a collective
voice to professionals in the field.
They provide a way to share information and contacts with the media,
and to call attention to policy issues
like this one.
Professional development has
been personally important to me in
the more than 20 years that I have
been the administrative coordinator of the City College Center for
Worker Education. In the late 1980s
and early 1990s, I organized student
courses in the Dominican Republic
and Cuba, and I began attending
congresses of the Latin American
Studies Association (LASA) in 1991.
I have written several articles
about Cuba that were published in
LASA Forum, and participated in a
Ford Foundation research project
on Cuba and US policy. I have also
organized LASA delegations to
Washington, D.C. and Cuba, and
helped change US policy so that
academics could travel to Cuba for
research without a special license.
An article in a book about household workers in Latin America and
the Caribbean inspired me to do research, and I co-directed a video
about former domestic workers in
Cuba. I met the authors of the book
and they asked me to work with
them to continue their research and
their work with a household workers confederation. The support and
friendship I receive through LASA
also encourages my development as
a professional.
Professional organizations provide current information about new
developments and a support network for training, research, and advocacy. By participating in them,
CUNY professional staff can share
experiences with individuals from
around the country and the world.
For an application form or to find
out more about the HEO/CLT professional development grants, call Linda Slifkin at 212-354-1252 or check the
PSC Web site (www.psc-cuny.org).

HEO/CLT resources
For a list of conferences and professional organizations for HEOs and
CLTs – for academic advisors, safety officers, ESL, financial aid counselors, and more – go to www.psccuny.org/profconferences.htm.
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Costly crime could affect you

Protect
yourself

A retiree hit by
identity theft
of vigilance to halt repeated attempts to defraud me.
It started with a phone call from a
Identity theft is one of the fastest- bank asking why I had requested a
growing crimes in the US – and the credit card using an address differSocial Security Administration says ent from the one that appeared on
that retirees can make especially my bank account (a lucky break). I
tempting targets. We are more like- soon learned that a stranger in
ly to have significant savings and Texas had used my name, address,
date of birth and social secuinvestments, good credit
Credit cards rity number to apply for a
and paid-off mortgages.
credit card over the Internet.
New York, where most
created in
Recognizing this as identiCUNY retirees live, has
your name ty theft, I called the three
the third highest proporcredit reporting agencies,
tion of identity theft vic- and sent
Equifax, Experion and Trantims who are 50 or older,
elsewhere
sUnion, and asked to have a
among the 50 states.
This problem hit me personally Fraud Alert placed on my account,
last March, and this horrific experi- an alert that was extended to seven
ence consumed many hours of my years. From now on any inquiry
day for the next several months. I made about my credit will initiate a
was eventually able to stop the call to my home for verification.
“identity thief,” but it took months However, I learned that several in-

George Bates

By ARLINE L. BRONZAFT
Lehman (emerita)

quiries had already been made and
I had to call the companies seeking
information to cancel these credit
card applications and to ask them to
remove credit inquiries from my
account. Otherwise, too many inquiries lowers one’s credit rating. I
also had to repeatedly check with all
three agencies because the “thief”
stopped and started again several
times.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

Kids in college?
Keep them covered
By TOMIO GERON

If you have a child who is a fulltime college student between the
ages of 19 and 23, unmarried and
your dependent, she or he can still
be covered by your health insurance and by PSC-CUNY Welfare
Fund benefits. However, the coverage is not automatic – you must
sign up.
When the child reaches age 19,
you must send in the Welfare Fund
Student Enrollment Card, which
you can get at your personnel office
or by calling the Welfare Fund at
(212) 354-5230. You also must send
the Welfare Fund a letter from your
child’s college confirming her or his
full-time status. A new letter from
your child’s college must be sent
each semester.
In addition, if your child transfers
from one school to another, you
must submit a new enrollment card
along with a confirmation letter
from the new school.

TURNING 19
For your basic City health coverage, when your child turns 19 your
health carrier will send you a letter
requesting information about your
child’s status. You must send proof
of your child’s full-time student status to receive coverage. If you do not

receive this letter, contact your
health carrier.
If your child is not enrolled in college for a semester, you can apply to
continue both City health coverage
and Welfare Fund benefits under a
federal program called COBRA – for
a fee. You must fill out two forms:
one for your child’s basic health in-

YOUR BENEFITS
surance, available from your campus personnel office, plus a separate
form for COBRA coverage of Welfare Fund benefits, which you can
obtain by calling the Welfare Fund.
The cost of continuing City health
insurance under COBRA varies depending on your health plan; call
your health carrier to find out. For
COBRA coverage of Welfare Fund
benefits, the cost is $115.28 per
month if you are with GHI and
$107.15 per month if you are covered
by an HMO, as of January 1, 2004.
A child 19 or older who can no
longer be included under your family coverage as a dependent student
can use COBRA benefits for up to 36
months. After your child turns 23,
dependent student coverage is no
longer available – but the child can
still apply for COBRA at that point.

When I got off the phone with the
credit reporting agencies, I picked
up my mail – which included a jewelry store credit card I had not ordered. I couldn’t understand why
the identify thief had a card mailed
to my address. This was cleared up
when my postal carrier rang my bell
to inform me that she had received a
change-of-address card completed in
Texas asking that all my mail be forwarded to Texas. I pulled the card
from her hand, asked her to remove
my name from the list of customers
asking to have mail forwarded, and
thanked her for solving a mystery
(at my suggestion, she also received
a Post Office commendation).
The identity thief was going to
have all my mail forwarded, including the credit card that came too
early. In addition to any other fraud-

ulent credit cards, my own checks,
bank statements and information
on my existing cards would also
have been diverted. I was leaving
for London in a few days, and all my
mail would have been in Texas before I could notice the absence of
mail deliveries.
Although it is a federal crime to
file a false change of address, anyone
who is willing to break the law can
do it – no ID is required. I informed
the post office about the fraudulent
change-of-address card and asked
that my mail carriers be alerted to
any other cards filed in the future.
I cancelled the jewelry store
card, and the company assumed
loss of payment for some jewelry it
had already shipped. This purchase, the credit card applications
and a loan application were all carried out over the Internet.

ZIP CODE
With the assistance of Congresswoman Carolyn Maloney, a postal
inspector was assigned to investigate my case. He told me that another retired CUNY professor who lives
in my zip code had also been the target of a false change-of-address
card, which had also asked for the
mail to be sent to Texas. While this
could just be a matter of chance, he

The PSC is studying ways to ensure
specific privacy guarantees for your
identifying information at CUNY.
There are also some important
steps you can take to protect
yourself.
Identity theft is, however, an escalating problem for everyone. The
following steps can help to prevent
it from happening to you:
● Don’t provide credit card or bank
account information over the phone
unless you initiated the call and you
know the business or group you are
calling.
● Don’t provide your Social Security number unless it is required. And
don’t be afraid to ask whether this
information is really needed.
● Before you throw them out, tear
up or shred bank records, credit
card offers and other mail or documents that include financial or identifying information.
● Opt out of pre-approved credit
card offers by calling 888-5-OPTOUT
(888-567-8688), a joint service of the
three major credit bureaus. These
solicitations are easy pickings for
identity thieves.
● Check a copy of your credit report
at least once a year to look for activity you don’t recognize. Available
for a small fee from Equifax (800-6861111), Trans-Union (800-016-8800) or
Experian (888-397-3742).
– PH

suggested keeping track of any similar occurrences.
[Editor’s note: If something like
this has happened to you, Clarion
would like to know; contact the paper at 212-354-6231.]
You can help stop identity theft
from happening to you. I am writing this article to warn CUNY faculty and staff, especially retired
members who may travel more, to
make inquiries if they miss mail
for several days and to learn more
about how to stop identify theft
(see sidebar above). Forewarned is
forearmed!

New pension loan rules
Under new Internal Revenue Service (IRS) regulations, CUNY instructional staff taking out new
loans from their pensions or annuities under TRS or the optional retirement programs (TIAA-CREF,
Guardian or Met Life) will no
longer be able to combine the
loans. Instead they will have to
take out a separate loan with separate deductions.
Under the current IRS regulations, which expire on January 1,
2004, a new loan in the same plan for

TRS (e.g., either Qualified Pension term, interest charges and, if applicPlan – QPP – or Tax-Deferred Annu- able, insurance premiums.
ity – TDA) is combined with the exTRS members who would like to
isting loan balance. The repayment request a loan before the new reguterms, interest charges and any ap- lations take effect must apply by Deplicable insurance premicember 17. Call TRS at
ums apply to the new bal8-NYC-TRS, or go to
Loans cannot (888)
ance in effect when the
www.trs.nyc. ny.us.
new loan was issued. The be combined.
Members of the optionsame is true for TIAAal retirement programs
CREF, Guardian or Met Life.
(TIAA-CREF, Met Life or Guardian)
Under the new IRS regulations, should call their respective plans to
each new loan must be treated sepa- apply before the new regulations
rately – with a separate repayment take effect.
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PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN

Health care and 2004
By ROBERT PADGUG
Lehman College

It’s campaign season again and
health-care reform is back on the
national agenda. Costs are shooting up, the number of uninsured is
43 million and rising, and the polls
say that voter concern is high.
With the election less than a
year away, all the Democratic presidential contenders have health
plans on their Web sites. The Clinton catastrophe hasn’t exactly been
forgotten, but the party that’s out
of power once again sees health
care as an issue that can help it return to national power.

INCREMENTAL
The issue is getting renewed attention, but most of the candidates’
proposals are, in fact, quite cautious. Although Howard Dean, for
example, has been bold on many issues, in his speeches on health care
he argues over and over that only
incremental proposals that build
prudently and slowly on current
health-financing arrangements
have any chance of success. On
this point, John Edwards, John
Kerry, Joseph Lieberman, Wesley
Clark, and Richard Gephardt all essentially agree.
These candidates (all the current
media and polling favorites are in
this group) build their programs on
larger or smaller expansions of
both private, employer-sponsored
insurance and public programs
such as Medicaid, the State Child
Health Insurance Program, and
Medicare. Coverage for children
and other “vulnerable” populations
– the unemployed, low-wage earners – is combined with financial
help to “the struggling middle
classes” and small employers who
currently do not provide coverage.
There are differences, of course:
Dean, Kerry, and Lieberman would
add most of the uninsured to enlarged Medicaid and Child Health
Insurance Programs; Gephardt
would greatly expand employersponsored group insurance; Kerry
and Clark would, in addition, open
the Federal Employees Health Benefit Plan (FEHBP) to eligible uninsured adults. But whatever the specific emphases, the basic building
blocks are essentially the same.
Refundable tax credits and sub-

Correction
Due to an editing error, the 11/03
Clarion incorrectly paraphrased
remarks by Anne Friedman, a professor of developmental skills at
BMCC. Friedman referred to basic
skills faculty as experts in developmental education, not developmental psychology.

stantial federal subsidies are central to all of their financing mechanisms. The plans call for covering
poor and near-poor children and
families without cost. Subsidized
rates would be available to those
earning up to two or three times
the federal poverty level, with subsidies phased out as income rises.
Tax benefits (and, for some proposals, group purchasing pools) would
enable small employers to provide
at least a portion of their workers
with coverage.
Estimated costs to the federal
government over the first 10 years
range from $590 billion (Edwards)
to $2.5 trillion (Gephardt). Most of
the additional funds required would
be raised by eliminating some or all
of the Bush tax cuts. None of these
plans require substantial contributions from states, which are currently mired in financial crises.
All of these plans speak piously
of cost-containment as a way of increasing affordability, though none
offers any real means of doing so,
not even the use of government
buying power to reduce pharmaceutical costs. This is not surprising, at a time when the large drug
companies have considerable political power and when voters have
made it clear that they dislike any
approach that reduces access to
the most technologically up-to-date
and expensive health procedures
and pharmaceuticals.

NOT UNIVERSAL
Incremental policies may be, as
this group of candidates believes,
the best we can achieve in the
short or even medium term. But incremental plans cannot, apparently, offer universal coverage even at
their most expansive. The most
generous of these plans would still
leave at least 10 million people
uninsured.
Rep. Gephardt’s plan is in many
ways the most interesting of the incremental proposals. He recognized early on that his proposal
had to be rather daring if his somewhat tepid campaign was to be revived. Gephardt understands that
the major roadblocks to universal
health coverage continue to be insurers, managed care plans, employers, and even some unions:
● Insurers and managed care plans
want a piece of the pie in any new
coverage system and as few limits as
possible on their ability to make high
profits.
● Large employers and unions want
the plans they currently administer
on behalf of their members to continue, although they are quite willing to have some of their costs
passed to others.
● Small employers fear any mandate that would force them to offer
expensive coverage, as only a small

proportion of cost could be borne by
their largely low-wage employees.
● Providers want the highest possible reimbursement rates.
The Gephardt proposal would essentially buy off the opposition of
these groups through a system of
vast federal subsidies that leaves
the current health system in place
even as it expands it greatly.
Gephardt would require all employers to offer coverage through
private insurance. His plan would
provide a generous 60% federal tax
credit toward the cost of such coverage, even for companies that already provide health insurance for
their employees. It would require
companies to pass the tax credit on
to their employees in the form of
lower premiums, but would not
otherwise mandate that employers
contribute more than they do at
present. The retired or unemployed would be eligible for expanded public programs, with the
federal government picking upmuch of the costs.

EVERYBODY HAPPY?
In principle, such a system
should make everyone happy: the
private, profit-oriented insurance
system would continue at a much
expanded level; employers and
unions would have costs subsidized and their current offerings
continued; low-wage workers and
other low-income persons would
have access to coverage; and reimbursement levels would presumably remain at historically high
levels. The cost? A whopping $2.5
trillion dollars in federal subsidies
over the first 10 years. Even at this
price, Gephardt’s plan would not
cover everyone. The campaign itself estimates that 10 million would
be left out, since not everyone
would be able to afford coverage
even with such generous subsidies.
In contrast, a minority of the Democratic candidates (none of them
present front-runners) would move
in a very different direction to cut
the “Gordian knot” of American
health care by implementing a universal, federally-administered,
“single payer” system similar to
those in Canada, Britain, Sweden,
or Italy. Everyone would be covered, using federal income and payroll taxes to pay for care, and the
power of the federal government to
contain costs. Dennis Kucinich,
Carol Moseley Braun, and Al
Sharpton are in this category, but
only Kucinich has provided enough
details for an actual proposal.
The Kucinich plan would cover
all Americans, after a 10-year
phase-in period, within a new
Medicare part E (“E for Everyone”). The new program would reduce or eliminate premiums and
cost-sharing and would expand

Medicare benefits to pharmaceuticals and other services omitted
from the existing Medicare parts A
(hospital) and B (physician).
Private employer-sponsored and
insurance-based plans would play
no role in Kucinich’s system. The
federal government (the “single
payer”) would use its immense purchasing power to negotiate rates
with providers and pharmaceutical
companies. Such hard bargaining
for the public is a major reason services and drugs are cheaper in all
other industrialized nations, but is
intensely opposed by the pharmaceutical industry and others. As a
result, this approach is prohibited
by the proposed Medicare prescription bill just passed by Congress.

PUBLIC FUNDING
Existing private and public premium and tax expenditures would
be shifted to the new system, and
an additional 7.7% tax on all private
and public employers would be implemented. This is certainly a
much bolder proposal than anything offered by the incrementalists – especially given the current
unfavorable environment for large
government programs. Not coincidentally, Kucinich has largely been
dismissed by the media and the Democratic Party leadership and remains unknown to many voters.
But the details of these proposals
may prove less important than the
clues they offer to the direction that
these candidates and their party
would likely take if they succeed in
defeating Bush, whose health care
plans are meager indeed.
It is important to remember that
the presidential campaign proposals for health care reform and voter
attitudes are still evolving. What, if
anything, might emerge as actual
legislation will depend on future
economic and social circumstances,
the makeup of Congress and the actions of those for whom health-care
stakes are high – politicians, employers, unions, insurers, hospitals,
physicians, and consumers.
The chances in the near future of
a House and Senate as liberal as
the ones that enacted Medicare and
Medicaid in 1965 are very slim. But
the fact that every Democratic candidate feels obliged to issue detailed proposals and engage in a
debate of the sort we have not seen
for a decade, suggests that the possibility of reform is real.
If union members and others
with a high stake in the issue become involved in the debate now,
we can help to ensure that reform
remains a high priority. Perhaps
we can even ensure that future legislation helps to meet our needs,
and not merely those of the profitoriented health care industry.
An adjunct at Lehman since 1998,
Padgug worked on policy issues for
Empire Blue Cross for 17 years. He is
a board member of the Public Health
Association of NYC and Physicians
for a National Health Plan.
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EXECUTIVE PAY HIKE

What’s wrong with it?
hat’s wrong with CUNY’s
executive salary increase?
Just about everything.
From the way they were
approved to the message
they send to the people of New York, the
raises of up to $100,000 a year for CUNY’s top
management are a low point in CUNY’s history. They deliver an insult to the faculty
and staff, they signal the entrenchment of
“corporate CUNY,” and they laugh in the
face of students who pay 25% more in tuition
and adjuncts who live on salaries of $20,000.
I have no interest in personal attack or in
suggesting that CUNY managers don’t deserve to be paid fairly. We all know there
are presidents and executives who work
hard. But that’s not the point. The point is
the priorities expressed by these raises, the
inequity they create, and the way they reward managers for the work of faculty, staff
and students. So while there’s no reason for
personal attack, there’s also no reason to internalize our own embarrassment about other people’s big salaries and maintain a protective silence. CUNY is a public institution
and its salaries are a public issue.
Clearly the national trend is for academic
administrators to model themselves on corporate bosses rather than professors, with
salaries to match. Let’s not forget, though,
that for most of the history of higher education, deans, provosts and even presidents
were members of the faculty who returned
to the faculty after a stint in administration,
with a relatively small differential in salary.
Given the current market-model higher education system, I’m not going to argue that
CUNY managers should be underpaid. No
one at CUNY should be underpaid – but that
includes the faculty and staff.

W

MARKET VALUE
The conceptual problem with the increases is that they confuse value with price. If
I’m right, one motive behind the big raises
was to increase CUNY’s market value. Pay
the presidents and the chancellor majorleague salaries, the thinking goes, and you
automatically make CUNY a major-league
university. This thinking is the real disaster
for CUNY. It’s the same substitution of investment at the top for investment in the
whole that we see in management’s contract
demands, which ask for major concessions
on our part and an expansion of management’s ability to pay a few employees over

the union scale. The priorities are clear, and
they’re wrong. With a basically flat budget
last year, and with faculty, staff and students constantly being told to “do more with
less” (I’m quoting an actual memo from one
college management), CUNY’s Board of
Trustees has come up with $2.1 million in
raises at the top. How can there be money
for that and no money to restore Welfare
Fund benefits, no money to hire faculty
counselors, no money for grad student
health insurance, no money even for chalk
in the classrooms?

RESEARCH FOUNDATION

PUBLIC FORUM NEEDED
The absence of a public hearing on
the proposed raises was the first offkey note. The proposed salary increases were presented as an addendum to the regular monthly report to
the Board of Trustees, bypassing
the normal process for public hearings in advance. But CUNY is a
public institution and it should be
publicly accountable for its budget; at a minimum the Trustees
should have questioned why the
salary proposal was shielded
from advance scrutiny. (That’s
why the City Council hearing on
December 5 is so important; it will
be the first forum for public discussion.) And while the Trustees
were inside approving
a total of $2.1 million in annual
raises, PSC members were
outside in teeming rain supporting Campus Equity Week
and calling for an end to the
gross underpayment of
CUNY’s adjuncts. The irony wasn’t lost on us.
There are further ironies, though. While
the chancellor received an increase of 40%
and several college presidents got raises of
9%, faculty and professional staff have yet to
see an offer of a salary increase in this
round of bargaining. Our contract expired
more than a year ago, and we have been in
negotiations for a new contract since May
23. For all the talk about “studying with the
best” and the resurgence of CUNY, the chancellor’s office has not proposed the one thing
that would transform the University: competitive salaries and reasonable workloads
for the faculty and staff. The “CUNY renaissance” will be short-lived if there is no
comprehensive progress on these issues –
George Bates

By BARBARA BOWEN
PSC President

That the management increases exacerbate existing inequity goes without saying.
It’s one thing to cite the “marketplace” of
higher education, it’s another to marketize
CUNY so much that the top salary is now 10
times larger than the salary of thousands of
professional employees. The Enron-style gap
in salary is especially jarring at CUNY,
which has been kept afloat through two
decades of budget cuts by the underpaying
of part-timers who do most of the teaching.

people simply won’t stay. What’s the point
of hiring sparkling new faculty if they will
soon leave for places with better conditions?
The Trustees counter that the chancellor
hadn’t had a raise for four years. But CUNY
faculty and staff languished for five years in
the 1990s with 0% increases – and at the end
of it we did not see raises of 40%. Nor were
our salaries in the six-figure range to begin
with. Salaries for CUNY faculty and staff still
bear the imprint of the 1990s’ wage freezes,
deepened by an erosion in real value that began in the late 1970s. Many of us remember a
time when CUNY faculty and staff salaries
were well known for their competitiveness;
apparently the only salaries that need to be
competitive now are management’s.

They get paid for the work we do.
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We should be especially concerned by
The New York Times report that half of the
Chancellor’s $100,000 increase may come
from the CUNY Research Foundation. The
Research Foundation budget is generated
primarily by the overhead on grants won
by the faculty and staff. If the Times is
right, then $50,000 annually for the Chancellor is being funded by our productivity
and success as researchers. That doesn’t
seem right to me, when those funds could
be used for more grants or even for decent
pay for RF employees. Many full-time employees of the Research Foundation
haven’t had a raise in years. One RF employee at Kingsborough makes $20,100 after 19 years, another with the same length
of service makes $22,500. Many earn
even less.
That management is being rewarded for our work may, finally,
be the real injustice. If you look at
the “performance goals” on which
the presidents’ raises were based,
you’ll see a remarkable pattern. Take
my own campus, Queens College. Item
after item on the list of “college
targets” begins like this: “Faculty
will....” Faculty will create new
programs, win more grants, do
more self-studies, form learning
communities, increase the use of
technology, create a new media
lab, and on and on. All worthy objectives, but ones carried out by the faculty
and professional staff on top of our existing
workload.
At BMCC, where the president was one of
those who got the biggest raise among college executives, the goals include increasing
the number of student research projects
sponsored by faculty, developing proposals
for new academic programs in areas such as
health education, improving the pass rate on
the College Preparatory Exam. Again, if
these initiatives have been successful,
they’ve succeeded because of the work of
the faculty and staff.
It is we, not the presidents, who give our
e-mail addresses to students so they can
send us drafts of their papers in the middle
of the night; it’s we who tutor them when
they’ve failed the CPE; it’s we who write the
grants and do the research and develop the
proposals for marketable new programs.
Add to this that some of the funding for the
management raises comes directly from
“savings” realized when professional staff
retired and were not replaced, and you have
a system massively out of joint.
Top-heavy wages eat into the fabric of a
university; they risk destroying the habit of
cooperation that enables academic work.
And at CUNY, where we have endured scandalous underfunding, they shred the precious good will that has allowed all of us to
keep going. It’s time for a public discussion
of the issue and past time for equity in
salaries for the rest of us.
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PSC demands pay increase
It was a dark and stormy night –
and over 100 PSC members were
outside picketing in the driving
rain. Inside a warm and dry meeting room, City University Trustees
were voting to approve a $2.1 million package of raises for CUNY’s
top executives (see p.3).
“The argument they’re constantly
making to us is that this is a period
of austerity, these are tough times,
we have to make adjustments,” Mike
Fabricant, a member of the PSC negotiating team, later told Clarion.
“But in fact these folks have taken
very good care of themselves.”
In contract negotiations, Fabricant noted, management has presented all its demands but has not
offered any raise for CUNY faculty
and staff: “In terms of an economic
package, they’ve basically said they
have nothing yet to offer.”

30 years of erosion still hurts

hind some area high schools, it is
perhaps not a surprise that they
are not fully competitive with area
colleges.
In November 2002, salaries for
Professors at CUNY senior colleges
averaged $90,643. This compares to
$111,400 at Rutgers Newark, and
$102,600 at SUNY Stony Brook.
CUNY community college Professors averaged $87,462 – compared to
$104,000 for those at Passaic County
Community College.
“We’ve lost faculty,” said Arthur
Salz, associate professor of elementary and early childhood education
at Queens. “I’m talking now about
key young people we were really
counting on, who were lured away
by other colleges, and some senior
faculty as well. Several people we
were hoping to hire, we lost to other
colleges in the metropolitan area.”
Those who have left or never come
to CUNY haven’t necessarily gone
to big-name colleges, or institutions
with huge endowments, Salz adds:
“It’s been place like Dowling, or
Dayton University.”

the National Center for Public Policy and Higher Education, told The
New York Times. “Even though the
president starts at a higher level,
there’s no reason why the percentage increase…shouldn’t be the same
as for faculty.”

CHUTZPAH

Nancy Romer, professor of psychology at Brooklyn College, said,
“It takes a lot of chutzpah for the administration to be grabbing money
for themselves, with the argument
that they have to attract the best at
the top.” While management claims
its raises are justified by CUNY’s
improved performance, Romer said,
“our faculty and staff are the people
who are on the line, serving students, getting the grants – yet often
don’t have the resources to live a
middle-class life.”
CAMPUS INEQUITY
New faculty and staff are particuThe October 27 protest had been larly hard-pressed, noted Romer, a
organized as part of Campus Equi- PSC senior college officer: “They
ty Week, an international cam- can’t get a toehold in the housing
paign in support of part-time facul- market. Our young colleagues are
ty, and was planned before word struggling to pay for apartments
got out about the planned executive that are beyond their means,
pay increase. The union’s leaflet without any real hope of being able
still seemed perfectly appropriate to afford a down payment on anyto the moment. “Did you
thing, while the Chancelknow,” it asked, “that
lor has a separate housThe current
many ‘part-time’ faculty
ing allowance that’s
contract began twice the pay of most asteach a full course load
and have Ph.D.s, but are
sistant professors.”
to reverse
paid less than $20,000 a
“The cost of living in
years of losses New York is so high,”
year?”
“It’s outrageous,” Ingrid
said Vera Weekes, a
to inflation,
Hughes, an adjunct at BMat Medgar Evers
but a large gap HEO
CC, told Clarion. Soaked
and PSC cross campus
remains.
to the bone at the informaofficer. “And it’s not just
tional picket, Hughes said
housing. If you have a
that the low pay of adjuncts was per- child you can be paying $150 a week
haps the most extreme example of for childcare, and then have to pay
the fact that CUNY salaries are too a babysitter on top of that because
low across the board. “The elevation you often get home late from work.
of the executive and the degradation By the time you parcel out your
of the ordinary worker and teacher paycheck, there’s not much left.”
are two sides of the same ugly coin,”
The union contract approved in
said Hughes, who has worked at 2002 won raises above inflation for
CUNY since 1993.
all titles, but that was only a start at
Many union members said their making up the ground lost in the
objection was not to pay increases previous three decades. The top
for management per se, but to the in- salary of a Professor in 1972 would
adequate pay for everyone else. “I be worth $133,930 in constant dolonly wish that paying competitive lars, as of October 2002 – compared
salaries was the CUNY policy for fac- with a current pay of $93,507.
ulty and presidents alike,” commentA middle step on the salary scale
ed Phil Pecorino, professor of philos- for Assistant Professors and for
ophy at Queensborough. “Our Higher Education Assistants in 1972
salaries are considerably below what would be worth $70,085 in constant
they would be had CUNY only kept dollars, as of October 2002; the curup with the cost of living since 1972.” rent salary is $47,331. Overall, fulltime faculty and staff titles are paid
CORPORATE MODEL
about a third less, in real dollars,
As universities increasingly fol- than three decades ago.
low a corporate model, salaries for
For adjuncts, the paid office hour
top academic executives have been in the current contract combined
on the rise. But many experts ques- with across-the-board raises to
tion whether this makes for better boost pay for many. But the office
education. “It seems to me that the hour does not extend to all, and with
pay of faculty ought to be the bench- or without it, adjunct pay is still so
mark,” Patrick Callan, president of low that it is difficult to live on for

CONTRACT

Peter Hogness

By PETER HOGNESS

Faculty and staff demonstrate in the rain for salary equity demanding fair pay for the
“invisible adjunct,” while the Board of Trustees inside stays warm and votes for
executive raises.
those who teach for a living. “It’s a
hardship life,” said Marcia Newfield,
PSC vice president for part-time personnel, “even though you’re teaching the classes, you’re doing the
work that makes the University run.
It’s exploitation, that’s all it is.”

Mount Vernon, the median was still
a respectable $78,112. In 2001, the
Journal News found that almost 20%
of K-12 teachers in Yonkers earned
over $90,000 per year.
If CUNY salaries have slipped be-

PSC President Barbara Bowen
called on management to view the
current contract as an accomplishment on which to build. “After
falling behind inflation for years, the
last contract started to reverse a
long-running trend,” Bowen said.
“We must continue to make
progress – it would be terrible for
CUNY to let that be reversed.”
Andrew Reschovsky, professor of
economics at the University of Wisconsin, told Clarion, “An institution
can’t rest on past laurels in a competitive labor market. The fact that
one could move to more competitive
salaries one year won’t help you
next year. If the value of your
salaries starts falling, that puts you
in an adverse position.”

OTHER SCHOOLS
“Salaries must be comprehensively lifted – for all titles and all
ranks – so the University regains its
salary competitiveness with other
major universities regionally and
nationwide,” states PSC Contract
Demand #11. In addition, the union
is seeking additional raises at the
bottom and top of the salary scale.
The defunding of public higher
education in New York City since
the 1970s can also be seen in a comparison of CUNY salaries to those
earned by K-12 teachers in suburban school districts. “In the northern suburbs of New York City…it’s
not unusual for highly educated,
veteran teachers to earn more than
$100,000 a year,” the Journal News
reported in 2001. According to June
2003 data from the NYS Education
Department, the median public
school teacher salary in Scarsdale
was $91,025. In less well-heeled

15–MINUTE ACTIVIST

You’re invited…
Two events are coming up that are
important for all PSC members. Even
if you can only stop by for 15 minutes,
you’re invited:
● Friday, December 5: City Council
Higher Education Committee hearing
on CUNY’s recent pay increase for
top managment. Since the Board of
Trustees rushed this through without
a hearing, this will be the first
chance for public discussion of executive pay, workers’ pay and CUNY’s
overall priorities. It’s a chance to
make our voices heard. At City Hall,
at 10:00 am.
● Monday, December 8: An open

house with the PSC negotiating team.
A chance to ask questions, and tell the
team what is most important to you.
You’ll hear an analysis of the status of contract talks and labor relations in the City. Get a peek behind
the scenes, and find out what negotiations are really like. It’s also a
chance to get involved in the contract campaign, and find out what
you can do on your campus.
Light refreshments will be served.
At the Hunter School of Social Work,
129 East 79th Street (and Lexington
Ave.), in the Harold Lewis Audtorium
on the first floor. 6:00-8:00 pm.

